RECOMMENDATIONS AND DISCLAIMER FOR NETS AND NET CAGES
Nets are also quoted according the following basis:
• The breaking load is intended for a clean net not treated with any Coating;
• Breaking Load is calculated according a single mesh B.L. as per ISO 1806;
• Badinotti Slovakia is certified: ISO-9001-2015 and NS9415.
When not expressly required differently all the nets are manufactured according the following basis:
• All the nets are sewn by machine single or double sewing inside rope;
• Each crossing area between Waterline and Vertical ropes are not sewn to the rope to avoid stress and
breaks;
• Net to net joining by double or triple machine sewing by Polyester or Dyneema Twines;
We remind the End User that the netting used in the above quotation could be subject to the following
physical phenomena:
•
Antifouling treatment and some specific Coatings can reduce the Breaking Load of the new netting;
•
Harder is the net Braiding requirement higher is the possibility to the net Crinkling;
•
All the Synthetic Fibers can have mechanical shrinkage;
•
All the Dimensions/Weights/Breaking Loads are in a range of +/-5% for half mesh>10mm and +/-10% for
half mesh<10mm;
Very Important Note:
Before any order confirmation we kindly ask you to carefully double check the equipment specifications and
production details. Where differences were detected from the description and/or specifications requested or
agreed by you, please notify us soon. We are not responsible for any change that are not reported in the
specification files/data enclosed.

WARRANTY
BADINOTTI SLOVAKIA lays down the warranty on the quality of manufacturing and assembly of the present
product.
All the singular components as: net, ropes and other ancillary equipment are covered by the warranties issued
by each producer.
Warranty condition enters into force only if the Client’s payments are completely paid and only if Client has
taken the following cautions:
•
Net must be immediately checked at the delivery and eventual imperfections must be claimed
•
immediately by registered letter;
•
Any hidden defects must be claimed by written registered letter within 8 days from the date of evidence
(or anyway within the warranty period).
Warranty has a 12 months life starting from the invoicing date or from the end of installation date when
specifically agreed.
Warranty must not be impugned if one of the following events occur:
1.
Imperfect use of the cage and/or the net and/or Mooring System;
2.
Cage or/and net and/or Mooring System are not well maintained or neglected;
3.
Cage or/and net and/or Mooring System are installed in not proper site or in site not considered in this
project;
4.
Third party intervention, without BADINOTTI SLOVAKIA authorization;
5.
Third party intentional or fraudulent intervention;
6.
Extraordinary weather conditions.
If the net includes the Antifouling treatment, it can be installed in the sea-cage ONLY when it has been
sufficiently dried to avoid any paint dismissal in the water.
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BADINOTTI SLOVAKIA’ warranty shall be limited to the replace and/or reparation on the defective net parts
and warranty does not cover any consequences of the above mentioned defective net parts as: damages to
persons, properties, fish losses or any other direct or not-direct consequence.
In case of controversies, the supplier’ head office site will be the only tribunal competent.

ANTIFOULING/RESIN TREATMENT
When netting is used for fish cages, nets should be placed in salt water 72 hours before introduction to fish. It
is a good practice to dry the net to sun rays exposition, at least one day.
In fact, following the water-base preservative net coating treatment, according the seasonal weather
conditions, the net could be delivered wet yet, and if immediately placed in water it can dismiss residuals of
the coating in the environment.
Product is no-toxic for the farmed fish, but it could be increase the suspended particles and it could be
possible a fish gills irritation.

TOP NET/FISH FARMING NET COUPLING IN SUBMERSIBLE CAGES
Top net part is always supplied separated from the rest of the net just to facilitate the net replacement.
For coupling correctly, the top net part to the fish farming net, your personnel have to start sewing the abovementioned parts from the signal on the perimetric rope of the top net.
In the nets in which are mounted vertical ropes in not 4-multiple number, coupling signals will be installed
both in the top net and in the fish farming net.
Your personnel have to respect the indicated signals. Any misunderstood can be immediately reported to
BADINOTTI SLOVAKIA.
BADINOTTI SLOVAKIA is not responsible to any damages directly or not-directly related to the cage or the
farmed fish, if top net and fish farming net were not correctly coupled.
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